
Transforming for the Digital Future

Experience a New Level of Speed,  
Simplicity & Scalability
Adlib continues to help global enterprises harness the true power 
of data with our content intelligence capabilities. To ensure our 
technology meets evolving market demands and customer needs, 
we have enhanced our platform. Introducing the most flexible, 
scalable version of Adlib yet. Our newest release supports the cloud-
first strategies of our customers. It also provides more cost certainty 
with volume-based pricing. With new capabilities—including 
modularization, standardization of software code, and extended 
integrations—you can more easily adapt, refresh, and integrate the 
solution into your business. Rest assured, we continue to  facilitate 
the creation of searchable, high-fidelity PDF content that’s fit for 
deeper analysis, archival, and storage.

PLATFORM ENHANCEMENTS

•   Enjoy a SaaS offering + scale instantly 
to meet changing needs

•   Save valuable processing time & enjoy 
a more flexible experience

•   Customize for a lower cost

•   Get a better handle on legacy & 
business-as-usual content

•   Simplify admin, processing & 
troubleshooting

•   Discover, process & deliver content 
across repositories (vs. one repository 
only)

•   Accelerate time-to-value & easily 
process documents with pre-built 
connectors
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AI, ML & NLP technologies 
group, cluster & classify 

content based on 
similarity & then execute 
intelligent extraction of 

essential data.

Prepare content, 
including born-digital 

& scanned images, 
into fully searchable 

assets. 

Pre-configured 
connectors ingest, 
analyze, visualize, 

deduplicate & remove 
ROT content from 
multiple sources.

Verify classification tags 
and extracted data to 

train + enhance models 
& increase 

straight-through 
automation.

With Adlib we can pull insights 
from complex documents we 
couldn’t discover before. This opens 
up endless possibilities for our 
customers–and our business.

– Keith Parent, Founder & CEO, Court Square Group



Enhanced  
Capabilities

Adlib is now available as a SaaS offering. We deploy the software, 
manage upgrades, and monitor performance for you. We provide 
comprehensive access controls and auditing too. With high- 
performance computer storage and networking, Adlib runs up to 5x 
faster than other public clouds, for a solution that’s as speedy as it 
is scalable. 

With  Adlib, there’s no need to deploy new infrastructure to meet 
changing document volumes or new business needs. Simply scale 
a single engine as demand dictates. The latest version of Adlib 
supports vertical scaling using multiple CPUs on a single server, as 
well as quick horizontal scaling if needed. It’s a truly flexible solution 
that adapts with your organization. 

Adlib gives you broader access to engine features, with decision 
criteria within a workflow. By aligning with your unique business 
logic, you save valuable processing time and enjoy a more flexible 
experience. We have also separated key features into individual 
engines, giving you more flexibility in the implementation of a given 
process. That means you can customize for a lower cost too.

With Adlib, now it’s easier to deal with legacy and business-
as-usual content. By applying content views, Adlib discovers 
documents from virtually any source and eliminates duplicate, 
trivial, and obsolete data from processing. Adlib can also scan 
repositories to gather disbursed documents, facilitating the 
centralized search and access to content. A more robust user 
interface means that admin, processing, and troubleshooting is 
easier for you now too.    

Accelerate time-to-value and easily start processing documents 
with these pre-built connectors: Box, Salesforce, BluePrism, Egnyte, 
OpenText, Exchange, Google Drive, and Automation Anywhere. 

Don’t see your connector? Adlib can now build connectors to any 
content repository, delivering access to more of the data that 
matters to you. Adlib can also discover data from one content 
repository, process it, and deliver it to entirely different repositories.

Scalable Infrastructure

Scale instantly to meet changing 
document volumes or new 
business needs—without having 
to procure & deploy new 
infrastructure.

Flexible Workflows

Leverage customizable workflows 
to add simplicity, intelligence & 
speed to all your processes.

Document Discovery

Discover documents from virtually 
any source, eliminating duplicate, 
trivial & obsolete data from 
processing.

Expanded Connectors

Connect to more content 
repositories out-of-the-box & 
access more of the data that 
matters to you.

Ready to  
Convert?
Contact your Adlib rep or 
email info@adlibsoftware.com 
to learn more.

SaaS Offering

Utilize Adlib without the worry 
of managing, upgrading & 
administering the system— 
significantly reducing IT time  
& effort.
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